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My Heart pounds YWAM
It's that time again! YWAM time is newsletter time :) I want to try to keep you up
to date with everything that is happening over here. I am excited for your
feedback! Text me about the stuff that you are interested in and about what I
should report more ;) (or maybe less? ;D)

What is she now up to...?
Already last year during BCC (Bible Core Course) with YWAM Lausanne it was
clear, that after finishing my work contract with my event management agency in
Rottweil, Germany, I would come back to Lausanne. The Hospitality and Event
Management Seminar, that I am attending right now, is another step into my
calling. By doing events I want to create platforms where God is given the glory
and his purposes are fulfilled.
Prior to the Event Management
Seminar a two weeks Hospitality
Seminar took place. Hospitality is one
of the main values of YWAM. YWAM
affirms the ministry of hospitality as
an expression of God's character and
the value of people. We believe it is

the value of people. We believe it is
important to open our hearts, homes
and campuses to serve and honor one
another, our guests and the poor and
needy, not as acts of social protocol,
but as expressions of generosity. The
Lord is wanting to send out a new and
fresh wave of hospitality through out
the globe - whether that be the local
church,

your

home

or

ministry

location.

The theme of the seminar was
Romans 15:32 "..I may come to you
with joy and be refreshed in your
company". We dealt with topics like
the heart of hospitality, biblical and
intercultural
aspects,
effective
communication between host and
guest and hospitality within events.
We also had some really practical
exercises such as writing calligraphy,
making flower arrangements and
decorating tables.

The topic "heart of hospitality" challenged me personally a lot. So far I was mostly
involved with hospitality within work and the guest was usually the client or
potential client. I realized that I approach many things with an attitude of an
economical exchange. But the heart of hospitality is a heart of generosity, that
does not expect a compensation. My personal aim is it therefore to transition
from a economical attitude to an attitude of generosity.
The Hospitality Seminar was finished with the organization and execution of the
graduation of the DTS (Discipleship Training School), the so called "Love Feast".
This included the ceremony (worship, performances and testimonies, a word of

the base leader and handing out the certificates) such as the following banquet.
The Love Feast took place under the topic "chosen". With the Love Feast we also
received our certificates.

I am super thankful to be again a part of YWAM and to learn more about myself,
God and the life of an event manager.
I am excited for all your prayer support!
If you want to know more, just send me an email or browse through my brand
new homepage ;) .. which is far away from perfect by the way - improvement
suggestions are always welcome :P
Blessings from Lausanne,
Maike

Come and visit my homepage :)
(btw. you can switch it to english on the landing page ;) )
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